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Abstract

To improve the efficiency of node cooperation and multiple access performance in multihop wireless networks, a
rapid cooperation-differentiated medium access control (MAC) protocol is proposed. In the protocol, the helper
selection process is divided into a priority differentiation phase and contention resolution phase for helpers with
the same priority. A higher priority helper can choose an earlier minislot in the priority differentiation phase to send
a busy tone. As a result, the protocol promptly selects all the highest priority helpers. The contention resolution
phase for the same priority helpers can use any existing collision resolution scheme, such as the k-round elimination
contention scheme. Helpers sending a busy tone first can proceed to the next round, while others, sensing the busy
tone, subsequently withdraw from contention. Therefore, a unique optimal helper is selected from the highest
priority helpers with high probability. A packet piggyback mechanism is also adopted, which allows a high data rate
helper with its own data packets, to transmit these to their recipient without reservation. This significantly decreases
the reservation overhead and effectively improves cooperation efficiency and channel utilization. Simulation results
show that the maximum throughput of the proposed protocol is 39.6% and 9.6% higher than those of the
cooperative MAC-aggregation (CoopMACA) and instantaneous relay-based cooperative MAC protocols, respectively,
in a wireless local area network environment, and 40.8% and 31.9% higher, respectively, in an ad hoc network
environment.

Keywords: Multihop wireless networks; Medium access control; Cooperative communication; Helper selection;
Priority differentiation; Contention resolution; Packet piggyback
1. Introduction
In multihop wireless networks, signal fading in the data
transmission process and signal interference among users
or nodes have a significant impact on the quality of signal
reception and system capacity. Cooperative communica-
tion techniques offer a solution to these challenges [1,2].
Such techniques use the broadcast nature of wireless com-
munication to engage some nodes within the communica-
tion range of the sender to act as helpers in assisting the
sender to transmit a data packet to its recipient, thereby
effectively combating signal fading and improving spec-
trum efficiency and communication reliability [3,4]. These
techniques are gradually being used in typical wireless
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networks, such as next-generation networks, wireless local
area networks (WLANs), wireless sensor networks, and
mobile ad hoc networks.
Early research work on cooperative communication

techniques mainly focused on the physical (PHY) layer. It
is generally assumed that a recipient can receive signals
from the sender and multiple helpers either simultan-
eously using multiple orthogonal channels or a space-time
coding scheme, or sequentially using different time slots.
This results in a tradeoff between the cooperative diversity
gain and other performance metrics, such as channel ca-
pacity, data rate, bandwidth efficiency, power efficiency,
bit error rate (BER), and anti-interference capability. Re-
cently, more and more research has focused on applying a
cooperative communication technique to the upper layers,
such as the data link layer and network layer, to enhance
cooperative transmission efficiency. In the data link layer,
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the medium access control (MAC) layer is close to the
PHY layer and is used to address the channel sharing
problem for multiple users or nodes [5]. A good MAC
protocol with multihop fair access can achieve the upper
bounds on network utilization and lower bounds on delay
for multihop wireless networks [6]. Furthermore, how to
design a better MAC protocol based on node cooperation
is critical to further improve network performance and ex-
ploit the cooperation gain. Therefore, cooperative MAC
protocols have become a hot research topic [7,8].
The objectives of applying a cooperative communication

technique to the MAC layer to improve multiple access
performance are twofold: first, to improve the information
transmission rate and throughput, and second, to enhance
the link reliability and anti-interference capability [1]. The
former favors node cooperation over direct transmission
from a sender to its recipient. The sender needs to deter-
mine whether cooperative transmission is advantageous
during reservation, i.e., whether a helper can support a
higher data rate from the sender to its recipient or con-
sume a shorter data packet transmission time. If so, node
cooperation is initiated. Otherwise, the sender transmits
the data packet directly to its recipient. Typical proto-
cols are the cooperative MAC (CoopMAC) protocol [8]
and the relay-enabled distributed coordination function
(rDCF) protocol [9], among others. These protocols ex-
ploit higher data rate transmission from the sender to
its helper and from the helper to the recipient to replace
the lower data rate transmission from the sender di-
rectly to its recipient, thereby improving the equivalent
data rate from the sender to its recipient and decreasing
the transmission time of a data packet.
The latter objective adopts the concept of cooperative

automatic repeat request (ARQ), i.e., a cooperation trans-
mission mechanism can be used only when the recipient
cannot correctly receive the data packet from its sender,
and then the helper retransmits the data packet to the
recipient. Typical protocols for this are the cooperative
diversity MAC (CD-MAC) protocol [1], the differentiated
cooperative MAC (DC-MAC) protocol [10], and the co-
operative time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol
[11]. In the CD-MAC protocol [1], the sender and its
specified optimal helper retransmit the data packet to the
recipient simultaneously if direct transmission fails. This
takes advantage of the enhanced signal intensity to over-
come the signal fading problem and improve the anti-
interference capability. To address the problems of error
bursts and the limited signal transmission distance of high
data rate nodes, the DC-MAC protocol [10] adopts a co-
operative ARQ mechanism and randomly chooses one of
the helpers with a high enough received signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for its transmitted signal at the recipient to
retransmit the data packet. Meanwhile, it uses the negative
acknowledgment scheme to differentiate data packet
collisions and failure data packet reception caused by
channel errors and to perform channel estimation. There-
fore, the correct helper is selected to retransmit the data
packet only in the case of failed data packet reception,
which improves cooperation efficiency and packet trans-
mission reliability. In [11], a cooperative TDMA protocol
using dynamic slot assignment scheme is presented to
guarantee the transmission reliability. Not only the source
node but also the cooperative nodes with no packets to
transmit have the responsibility of suggesting a time slot
for cooperative retransmission of the failed packet during
their respective minislot of the next signaling period (SP).
The suggestion of cooperative nodes has a higher priority
than that of the source node, and if a cooperative node
has already suggested its time slot for the failed packet,
other cooperative nodes can suggest their respective time
slots for other failed packets. Then, during the data trans-
mitting period, the source node and all cooperative nodes
cooperatively retransmit the failed packet in the suggested
time slot, and the source node can still transmit its next
packet in its own time slot. This protocol can schedule
multiple packet retransmissions during multiple idle time
slots in each TDMA frame, respectively.
Currently, more and more cooperative MAC protocols

consider the above two aspects, including the space-time
coding cooperative MAC (STiCMAC) protocol [12], the
instantaneous relay-based cooperative MAC (IrcMAC)
protocol [13], and the optimal relay selection MAC (ORS-
MAC) protocol [14]. In the STiCMAC protocol [12], mul-
tiple helpers adopt a randomly distributed space-time
coding (STC) mechanism to cooperatively transmit a data
packet at the same time, thereby combating serious signal
fading. This protocol also uses proper STC modulation
and a channel coding rate to increase the data transmis-
sion rate. In the IrcMAC protocol [13], each helper esti-
mates the highest data rate that it can support between
itself and the sender and recipient, and chooses the corre-
sponding minislot during the relay response period to
send a 1-bit signal. According to the position of the 1-bit
signal, the sender selects the two best helpers for the first
cooperative relay transmission and the second backup
relay transmission. In the event that the first cooperative
transmission fails, the backup helper relays the data packet
to the recipient instead of having the sender retransmit it.
This improves throughput while guaranteeing transmis-
sion reliability. From the constructed Coop-table similar
to that in [8], the ORS-MAC protocol [14] selects the best
relay with the maximum throughput by considering trans-
mission failure probability for cooperative transmission.
As mentioned above, to obtain better cooperation

gain, it is necessary to solve the problems of how to se-
lect helpers and how to cooperate. To address these
problems, we propose a rapid cooperation-differentiated
MAC (RCD-MAC) protocol for multihop wireless
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networks. According to the data rates from a helper to the
sender and from the helper to the recipient, the helpers
are allocated different priorities to contend the right of co-
operative transmission. Helpers with the same priority can
use any of the existing collision resolution schemes, such
as the k-round elimination contention (k-EC) scheme [15],
to select a unique helper that is the best possible. In
addition, the packet piggyback mechanism is used to im-
prove multiple access performance. In other words, after
the high data rate helper relays the data packet of the
sender, it can transmit its own data packet to its recipient
without channel reservation.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:

� Specifying a cooperative MAC protocol that
integrates helper selection, packet piggyback and
medium access for the application of cooperative
communication technique to the MAC layer.

� Designing a helper selection scheme including a
priority differentiation phase and contention
resolution phase to promptly select a unique optimal
helper from all potential helpers with high
probability for further exploiting the cooperation
gain. Any existing collision resolution scheme can be
used in the contention resolution phase.

� Providing a packet piggyback mechanism to allow a
high data rate helper to piggyback its own data
packets to its recipient without reservation. This
significantly decreases the reservation overhead and
effectively improves cooperation efficiency and
channel utilization.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
related work is introduced. The network model is given
in Section 3, while the proposed protocol is described in
Section 4. Simulation results are presented in Section 5,
followed by our conclusions in Section 6.

2. Related work
The key problem of cooperative MAC protocols is how to
select the best helper from multiple potential candidates,
i.e., identifying the condition that the best helper must
satisfy, the criteria for choosing a helper, and when to
cooperate. Considering the cooperative participation man-
ner of a helper, helper selection methods can be divided
into three categories: the sender-specified method, the
recipient-specified method, and the helper contention
method.
Typical cooperative MAC protocols for a sender-

specified helper include the CD-MAC [1], CoopMAC
[8], rDCF [9], adaptive distributed cooperative MAC
(ADC-MAC) [16], relay-contention-free cooperative
MAC (RCF-CMAC) [17], the PTCoopMAC protocol
[18], cooperative access with relay data (CARD) [19],
and busy tone-based cooperative MAC [20] protocols. In
the CD-MAC protocol [1], by eavesdropping on data
packet transmissions of neighboring nodes, the sender can
determine the SNR between itself and potential helpers. It
then selects the neighboring node with the highest SNR as
its helper and establishes a cooperation table. The sender
binds with the helper until the associated cooperative
transmission fails or the sender finds that there is a helper
with better link quality. The drawbacks of the protocol are
the following. First, the cooperation table requires large
storage overhead. Second, information of the helpers can-
not be updated timely. Finally, the data rate from the
helper to the recipient cannot be guaranteed. Therefore,
this protocol cannot achieve optimal cooperation gain. In
the ADC-MAC protocol [16], each node establishes a co-
operation table, uses the shortest path algorithm to select
the helper between itself and its recipient, and designates
the helper in a request-to-send (RTS) packet. If the re-
ceived SNRs of the packets transmitted by the helper to
the sender and recipient are higher than a given threshold,
the helper sends a helper-clear-to-send (HCTS) packet to
indicate its willingness to cooperate. The sender deter-
mines whether or not the helper can cooperate in trans-
mission based on the instantaneous received SNRs from
the sender to the helper and from the recipient to the
helper recorded in the HCTS packet. If the helper is able
to cooperate, the sender adopts the cooperation method
to transmit the data packet. Otherwise, the sender trans-
mits the data packet to its recipient directly. However, the
protocol consumes additional communication overhead
because each node periodically broadcasts heartbeat
packets, and does not maximize cooperation performance
improvement because the only helper nominated by the
sender may decrease cooperation performance in actual
cooperative transmission. In the RCF-CMAC protocol
[17], a sender preselects two optimal helper candidates
using its local relay information table and sets different
priorities for them in a cooperative RTS (CRTS) packet
based on the relay efficiency reflecting the level of its
saved time. By eavesdropping on the handshakes between
the sender and recipient, the two helper candidates
can acquire instantaneous transmission rate information
between the sender, recipient, and themselves. Then, ac-
cording to their priorities and associated instantaneous
transmission rate information, they orderly declare them-
selves available as the final relay. Thus, the proposed
protocol can rapidly select the optimal relay under current
channel quality without contention collisions to coopera-
tively transmit data packets from all the potential relays.
Consequently, cooperative multiple access performance is
improved. To resolve the performance degradation pro-
blem caused by the out-of-date information due to node
mobility, the PTCoopMAC protocol [18] extends the
CoopMAC protocol [8] with perceptron training to
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distinguish the helpers with low mobility from the helpers
with high mobility by collecting history data on the signal
strength of overheard packets. It can select the optimal
helper depending on not only current overheard packets
but also history statistics of the helper nodes.
One of the typical cooperative MAC protocols for a

recipient-specified helper is the OXIDE protocol [21]. In
this protocol, each node maintains a relay table, which
records a potential helper's ID, the time of the last frame
transmission overheard from the helper, the signal SNR
from the node to the helper, and the number of coopera-
tive transmission failures of the helper. When this last
number exceeds a predefined threshold, the correspon-
ding entry is removed from the relay table. If the sender
fails to transmit the data packet to the recipient directly,
the recipient chooses the node with the maximum mu-
tual information of cooperative transmission from the
relay table as the helper and sends a claim for coope-
ration packet to inform the sender of the transmission
failure and notify the helper to proceed with cooperative
transmission. The protocol guarantees only that the link
quality from the helper to the recipient is optimal, but
cannot ensure the link quality from the sender to the
helper. As a result, the helper may not receive the data
packet correctly from the sender, thus leading to co-
operative transmission failure. To solve this problem,
the cooperative relaying MAC (CoRe-MAC) protocol
adopts the combination of a recipient-specified method
and a helper contention method [22]. In the CoRe-
MAC, the destination node estimates the received SNR
of the RTS packet to determine whether or not to start a
cooperative communication with a cooperative CTS
(CCTS) packet. In the CCTS packet, the destination
node specifies a prioritized relay set according to the
early communication process. If the direct packet trans-
mission fails, during the relay selection phase, all the
prioritized relays that successfully received the data
packet reply the busy tone in sequence, and then the
destination node chooses the best relay with the maxi-
mum received SNR by estimating the received SNR of
their busy tones. If there is no prioritized relay set, a
new relay should be chosen. All relay candidates reply
busy tone simultaneously and then the source node esti-
mates the relay contention duration by the non-adaptive
neighbor estimator. Each candidate sends an apply-for-
relay (AFR) packet in a randomly chosen slot during
candidate contention step. Then, the destination node
chooses the candidate from which it received the AFR
packet with the highest received SNR as relay for current
cooperation attempt and selects all the candidates from
which it received AFRs as prioritized relays for future
communication attempts with associated source node.
Both the sender-specified helper and recipient-specified

helper methods need to establish and maintain a relay
table, resulting in possible outdated cooperation infor-
mation and higher overhead. Recently, more and more
cooperative MAC protocols make use of the helper se-
lection method, that is, the helper contention method
[4,13,23-25]. In the IrcMAC protocol [13], helpers are
allocated one of eight different priorities. Helpers with dif-
ferent priorities send cooperation information at different
times. Thus, the best helper can be determined based on
its transmission time at the end of the cooperative conten-
tion phase. However, lower priority helpers also need to
transmit their cooperation information, resulting in chan-
nel resource wastage. Moreover, multiple helpers may be
selected to relay the data packet at the same time, which
requires strict time synchronization and higher power
consumption. The CoopMAC-aggregation (CoopMACA)
protocol [24] uses a packet aggregation mechanism to im-
prove throughput performance. Its helper selection pro-
cedure includes a classification round, priority round, and
contention round. The classification round distinguishes
the helpers with a packet to send and those without a
packet to send. Helpers with a data packet to send take
precedence in entering the priority round. In this round,
helpers with the highest data rates to the sender and re-
cipient are selected, and then in the contention round, a
unique best helper is determined from all the highest pri-
ority helpers. Finally, the selected helper with a packet to
send adopts the packet aggregation mechanism to carry
out cooperative transmission, i.e., the selected helper ag-
gregates its data packet with the sender's data packet and
sends the aggregated data packet to the recipient. In the
case that multiple helpers are selected, cooperative trans-
mission cannot be used, and the sender transmits the data
packet directly to the recipient. The packet aggregation
mechanism cannot be used either, which results in chan-
nel wastage due to cooperation handshakes and higher co-
operation overhead. In addition, the protocol first selects
all nodes with a packet to send as helper candidates and
then considers cooperative performance improvement.
Therefore, cooperative multiple access performance is not
always optimal and is likely to be worse. In the CoopGeo
protocol [25], each node contends the cooperation right
according to geographic information, thus obviating the
need for cooperative control packet handshakes. The
helper in the best cooperative location between the sender
and its recipient has a counter with the smallest value and
can relay the data packet earlier. This protocol, therefore,
avoids control packet collisions and requires less over-
head. However, it is possible that the counter values of
multiple helpers could be almost the same, leading to co-
operative transmission failure.

3. Network model
In a multihop wireless network, all nodes are randomly
distributed in a given area and share one wireless



Figure 1 Direct transmission mode when RSD is high.
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symmetrical channel. Each node exchanges control pac-
kets and data packets on the channel using a half-duplex
transceiver with fixed transmission power. If there is no
packet to send, a node continually senses the channel.
The PHY layer of each node provides multirate trans-

mission capability. For simplicity, we consider the IEEE
802.11b PHY layer [26] in this paper, which can support
multirate transmission of 1, 2, 5.5, and 11 Mbps. Each
node sends RTS, CTS, and acknowledgment (ACK)
packets at the basic transmission rate of 1 Mbps and
data packets at the maximum transmission rate to its re-
cipient. Each node can calculate the corresponding data
rate satisfying a certain BER between it and a neighbo-
ring node by means of the reception of the neighboring
node's packets [8]. If multiple helpers simultaneously
start transmitting the same data packet to a recipient,
the recipient can correctly receive the data packet.

4. RCD-MAC protocol
The RCD-MAC protocol uses a helper with a high data
rate to assist a sender with a low data rate to transmit data
packets, thereby realizing cooperation gain. The protocol
comprises three phases, namely, the reservation phase,
helper selection phase, and data packet transmission
phase. The helper selection phase is further divided into a
priority differentiation phase and a contention resolution
phase involving the same priority helpers, which can
promptly select a unique optimal helper to improve co-
operation efficiency. The proposed protocol also adopts a
packet piggyback mechanism, i.e., a high data rate helper
with a packet to send can piggyback its reservation infor-
mation on the data packet relayed on behalf of the sender,
which means that its data packet is sent to its recipient
immediately after the end of the cooperative data packet
transmission without further reservation handshakes.
Here, the recipients of the sender and helper can be dif-
ferent. Thus, the mechanism greatly decreases reservation
overhead, provides rapid channel access for the helpers,
and further improves multiple access performance.

4.1 Reservation phase
When a sender S senses that the channel is idle, it sends
an RTS packet to its recipient D at the basic data rate of
1 Mbps according to 802.11 DCF [26]. On receiving the
RTS packet correctly, the recipient replies to its sender
with a CTS packet. From the RTS/CTS handshakes,
both the sender and recipient know the highest data rate
RSD supported between each other. Moreover, any neigh-
boring node in the network who successfully receives
and decodes both the RTS and CTS packets can also
estimate the highest data rate between the sender and
itself (i.e., RSH), and the highest data rate between itself
and the recipient (i.e., RHD). If RSD is in the high data
rate group, i.e., 11 or 5.5 Mbps, the sender transmits the
data packet to the recipient directly, as shown in Figure 1.
Otherwise, it adopts cooperative transmission to send the
data packet and thus initiates the helper selection phase.

4.2 Helper selection phase
The helper selection phase consists of a priority differen-
tiation phase and a contention resolution phase invol-
ving the same priority helpers.

4.2.1 Priority differentiation phase
If the helper does not receive a data packet in the inter-
val SIFS + τ after it has received the CTS packet, this in-
dicates that the sender is unable to support high data
rate transmission to its recipient. Therefore, the helper
needs to initiate cooperative transmission and starts the
priority differentiation phase. The reserved τ allows the
helper to decide whether or not it needs to cooperate
and to avoid collisions between cooperative contention
transmission and direct data packet transmission.
In the priority differentiation phase shown in Figure 2,

the helpers are divided into 12 different priority levels
based on the following two factors for cooperative par-
ticipation: the values of RSH and RHD, and whether or
not the helper has a packet to send. The helper with the
highest priority can choose an earlier minislot to send
its busy tone. The first, second, third, and fourth level
priority helpers are those with a packet to send and a
higher RSH and RHD. The fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth
level priority helpers are those without a packet to send,
but with a higher RSH and RHD. The ninth and tenth
level priority helpers are those with a packet to send, but
with a lower RSH and higher RHD. The 11th and 12th
level priority helpers are those with a lower RSH and
higher RHD, or a higher RSH and lower RHD. As shown in
Figure 2, if both RSH and RHD are 11 Mbps, and the
helper has a packet to send, it is allocated the first prio-
rity. The probabilities of RSH and RHD for the first ten
priorities are unique. However, the last two priorities have
two possible cases because both cases have the same
cooperation efficiency. For example, the 11th priority in-
cludes the cases, where RSH = 2 Mbps and RHD = 11 Mbps,



Figure 2 Priority differentiation phase.
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and RSH = 11 Mbps and RHD = 2 Mbps. Each priority has
three minislots with interval δ.
By eavesdropping on the RTS and CTS packets, each

helper estimates the highest data rates RSH and RHD that
it can support and randomly chooses one of three minis-
lots for the corresponding priority to send a busy tone
with interval δ. Every helper must sense the busy tone
transmission when it is free during the procedure. If the
helper senses a busy tone transmission before its prede-
fined busy tone transmission, it does not send its busy
tone and withdraws from cooperation contention, owing
to the already-successful helper with the same or higher
priority. The priority differentiation phase ends when a
helper sends its busy tone, and the contention resolution
phase starts immediately in the next minislot. If one of
the first priority helpers selects the first minislot of the
corresponding three minislots to send its busy tone, the
priority differentiation phase ends after the δ interval.
Thus, the priority differentiation phase has a minimum
interval δ and a maximum interval 36δ.
Figure 3 Example of the contention resolution phase.
For instance, helper R1 with a packet to send estimates
that RSH is 11 Mbps and RHD is 5.5 Mbps, and does not
sense any busy tone before its upcoming busy tone
transmission. Therefore, it sends its busy tone in a min-
islot randomly selected from the three minislots for the
third priority. Other helpers sense the busy tone and can-
cel their own impending busy tone transmissions. Thus,
helper R1 gets the opportunity to enter the contention
resolution phase to contend the cooperation right.
4.2.2 Contention resolution phase
It is possible that multiple helpers with the same priority
choose the same minislot to simultaneously send busy
tones. To avoid possible collisions caused by their con-
current cooperative packet transmissions and guarantee
application of the packet piggyback mechanism, the con-
tention resolution phase among the same priority helpers
is employed. Any collision resolution scheme can be used
for this. For the sake of simplicity and efficient channel ac-
cess, this paper adopts the k-EC scheme [15], which con-
sists of k rounds of collision elimination procedures with
at most m contention minislots in each round.
Figure 4 The case of no helper for cooperative transmission.



Figure 5 The case of a single high data rate helper with a packet to send.
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All successful helpers in the priority differentiation
phase randomly choose one of the m minislots in the
first round to send a busy tone. If a helper senses a busy
tone before its busy tone transmission, it withdraws
from contention and cancels its scheduled busy tone
transmission. Helpers that succeed in sending a busy
tone in the earliest minislot of the round immediately
repeat the procedure in the next and subsequent rounds
until the end of the k-th round. Each contention reso-
lution round ends as soon as one helper sends the busy
tone, and the next round of contention starts imme-
diately among the successful helpers. In the k-EC
scheme [15], the optimal values of m and k are 3 and 7,
respectively, allowing a unique helper to be selected
with probability of at least 97.7% in the case of 100
contending nodes and network throughput to be maxi-
mized for most cases in real networks. Because the
Figure 6 The case of multiple high data rate helpers with packets to
proposed protocol carries out one round of the collision
resolution process in the priority differentiation phase,
the optimal k is 6 for the contention resolution phase
among helpers with the same priority. For each minislot
with interval δ, the contention resolution phase among
the same priority helpers has a minimum length of 6δ
and maximum length of 18δ. Figure 3 shows an example
of the contention resolution phase.
4.3 Data packet transmission phase
Based on the different helper selection results, the data
packet transmission phase is divided into four cases as
follows:

(1) As shown in Figure 4, if no helper is found in the
network after the helper selection phase terminates,
send.



Figure 7 The case of high data rate helper(s) without packets to send.

Table 1 Simulation parameters

Parameter Value

MAC header 272 bits

PHY header 192 bits

Data rate for MAC and PHY headers, and RTS,
CTS, HTS, and ACK packets

1 Mbps

RTS 160 bits

CTS/ACK 112 bits

HTS 112 bits

SIFS/τ 10 μs

DIFS 50 μs

δ 1 μs

Slot time 20 μs

Maximum number of retransmissions 6

Packet lifetime 0.512 s
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the sender transmits its data packet at a data rate
RSD directly to its recipient.

(2) If the successful helpers support a high data rate
and have data packets to send (i.e., a helper with
priority 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, or 10), the packet piggyback
mechanism can be used. However, it is vital that
only a single best helper wins during the helper
selection phase. As shown in Figure 5, to achieve
this, every successful helper needs to send a help-
to-send (HTS) packet to the sender at a data rate
RSH at the end of the helper selection phase. If the
sender successfully receives and decodes the HTS
packet, this indicates that only one helper has won
during the helper selection phase, and the packet
piggyback mechanism can be used. The information
of the packet piggyback mechanism and the total
transmission time for the entire data packet trans-
mission are designated in the data packet transmit-
ted by the sender at a data rate RSH. After the
helper receives the data packet from the sender, it
relays the data packet to the recipient of the sender
at a data rate RHD and then transmits its own data
packet to its recipient. The recipients of the sender
and helper reply in turn with an ACK packet to
their respective senders.

(3) In case (2), as shown in Figure 6, if the sender is
unable to decode the HTS packet, this indicates
that multiple helpers have succeeded during the
helper selection phase and have sent HTS packets
simultaneously resulting in collisions at the sender.
In this case, the packet piggyback mechanism
cannot be used. The sender therefore, transmits the
data packet to all successful helpers at a data rate
RSH, and the helpers relay it to the recipient at a
data rate RHD. The recipient replies to the sender
with an ACK packet after it has successfully
received the data packet.
(4) If the successful helpers support a high data rate
but do not have data packets to send (i.e., a helper
with priority 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, or 12), the packet
piggyback mechanism cannot be used. The sender
transmits its data packet to the helpers at a data
rate RSH immediately after the end of the helper
selection phase, and the helpers subsequently relay
the data packet to the recipient at a data rate RHD.
The recipient replies with an ACK packet to the
sender after it has successfully received the data
packet. The transmission process is shown in
Figure 7.
5. Performance evaluation
In this study, we used the C programming language to
simulate the performance of the RCD-MAC protocol
and compared it with the performance of the IrcMAC
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and CoopMACA protocols. In the simulation, we used
throughput, saturation throughput, and delay as perfor-
mance metrics to evaluate multiple access performance.
Herein, throughput is defined as all the successfully
transmitted data packets in bits per second, saturation
throughput is defined as the successfully transmitted
data packets in bits per second, given that each node al-
ways has a packet to transmit, and delay is defined as
the mean lifetime of a data packet from its generation to
its successful reception by the recipient.
Figure 9 Packet delay with a varying number of nodes.
5.1 Simulation environment
In the simulation, two typical wireless networks, namely
a WLAN and an ad hoc network, with N nodes are con-
sidered. All nodes are randomly distributed in a circular
area with a radius of 100 m in the network. In the
WLAN, an access point (AP) is located at the center of
the circle, and all the sender's recipients are the AP,
whereas in the ad hoc network, the recipient of a sender
is randomly selected from its neighboring nodes. The
networks can support data rates of 11, 5.5, 2, and 1



Figure 10 Saturation throughput with a varying number of nodes.
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Mbps according to the IEEE 802.11b standard. Packets
are transmitted at different rates, depending on the dis-
tance between the sender and the recipient. Under the
condition that the path loss exponent is 3 and the BER
is lower than 10−5, the maximum transmission distances
at data rates 11, 5.5, 2, and 1 Mbps are 48.2, 67.1, 74.7,
and 100 m, respectively [8]. Each node generates data
packets with a fixed length according to a Poisson distri-
bution with packet arrival rate λ0. By default, the length
of a data packet LPKT is 1 kB, and N is 100. The simu-
lation parameters are listed in Table 1. Here, δ is set to
Figure 11 Throughput with varying packet lengths.
1 μs according to the IrcMAC protocol [13]. To enhance
accuracy, we reported the average simulation results
over 50 random network topologies as our final results.
To fully reflect protocol performance, we considered
transmission failures caused only by packet collisions,
and not those due to channel errors.

5.2 Impact of N on network performance in a WLAN
environment
Figures 8 and 9 show the performance comparison of the
RCD-MAC, CoopMACA, and IrcMAC protocols when



Figure 12 Packet delay with varying packet lengths.
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varying the number of nodes N and the packet arrival rate
in a WLAN. Figure 10 shows the impact of N on the
saturation throughput with 10-Mbps offered load. These
figures show that when the packet arrival rate is small, an
increase in N causes the throughput and saturation
throughput of all protocols to increase and their delays
to increase slightly. However, as the packet arrival rate
increases, especially when the network approaches satu-
ration, an increase in N causes the throughput and satu-
ration throughput of all protocols to decrease slightly and
their delays to increase drastically. This is because at a low
Figure 13 Throughput with a varying number of nodes.
offered load, with an increase in N, more data packets
can be transmitted successfully in time. However, as the
network becomes saturated, the offered load increases
with an increase in N, which leads to more packet col-
lisions, and thus higher service time for each data
packet and lower throughput. The proposed protocol
keeps the throughput stable because it adopts the
packet piggyback mechanism and has lower cooperation
overhead and higher cooperation gain, resulting in bet-
ter compensation for the performance decrease due to
packet collisions.



Figure 14 Packet delay with a varying number of nodes.
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The figures also show that the throughput and satu-
ration throughput of the RCD-MAC protocol are ob-
viously higher than those of the CoopMACA and IrcMAC
protocols. When N is 100, the maximum throughput of
RCD-MAC is 39.6% and 9.6% higher than those of Coop-
MACA and IrcMAC, respectively, while the maximum
saturation throughput is 29.1% and 12.7% higher than
those of CoopMACA and IrcMAC, respectively. This is
because RCD-MAC adopts a more efficient helper selec-
tion mechanism and the packet piggyback mechanism to
improve transmission efficiency. In the proposed protocol,
Figure 15 Saturation throughput with a varying number of nodes.
the priority differentiation phase can terminate early as
long as one or more helpers with a higher priority partici-
pate in the contention. Therefore, RCD-MAC has the
shortest helper selection phase with a maximum time of
54 μs, minimum time of 7 μs, and average time of 31 μs.
The helper selection process of IrcMAC consumes a fixed
time of 60 μs. In addition, it needs to initiate RTS/CTS
handshakes for every data packet. As a result, it has
greater overhead than RCD-MAC. CoopMACA can adopt
the packet aggregation mechanism only when a single
helper wins the cooperation transmission right. Otherwise,



Figure 16 Throughput with varying packet lengths.
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it uses direct transmission mode, which results in more
cooperation overhead and does not improve the data rate
from the sender to the recipient. It is most likely that mul-
tiple helpers will succeed during its three-round conten-
tion resolution procedure according to the k-EC scheme
[15]. Meanwhile, the helper selection process takes an
average time of 90 μs, which is slower than those of
IrcMAC and RCD-MAC. Moreover, CoopMACA initially
selects helpers with packets to send, rather than helpers
with the best cooperation performance. Therefore, its per-
formance is the worst. As mentioned before, RCD-MAC
Figure 17 Packet delay with varying packet lengths.
has the fastest helper selection process, which is most
likely to select the best helper, and uses the packet
piggyback mechanism to decrease reservation overhead,
resulting in the highest throughput and lowest average
packet delay of the three cooperative MAC protocols.

5.3 Impact of LPKT on network performance in a WLAN
environment
Figures 11 and 12 illustrate the impact of LPKT on the per-
formance of the RCD-MAC, CoopMACA, and IrcMAC
protocols when varying the offered load in a WLAN. As
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shown in these figures, an increase in LPKT causes the
throughput of all protocols to increase and their delays to
decrease. This is because with an increase in LPKT, each
node can send more data information bits with each suc-
cessful channel reservation. Nevertheless, the performance
of RCD-MAC is obviously better than that of the other
protocols for different LPKT values because it can select
a unique best helper or the best helpers faster, while its
packet piggyback mechanism effectively decreases reser-
vation overhead. When LPKT is 1 kB, RCD-MAC
achieves a 40% and 14.3% throughput gain over Coop-
MACA and IrcMAC, respectively.

5.4 Impact of N on network performance in an ad hoc
network environment
Figures 13, 14, and 15 show the performance compari-
son of the RCD-MAC, CoopMACA, and IrcMAC pro-
tocols, respectively, when varying N in an ad hoc
network. Similar to the WLAN environment, the per-
formance of RCD-MAC is superior to those of Coop-
MACA and IrcMAC. When N is 100, the maximum
throughput of RCD-MAC is 40.8% and 31.9% higher
than those of CoopMACA and IrcMAC, respectively,
and its maximum saturation throughput is 42.7% and
35% higher than those of CoopMACA and IrcMAC,
respectively. It is also obvious that the performance of
IrcMAC and CoopMACA decreases markedly in ad hoc
networks compared with that in WLANs, while RCD-
MAC maintains high performance. As mentioned be-
fore, in RCD-MAC, the data packets of the sender and
its helper are transmitted separately, and their recipients
can be different. Therefore, its packet piggyback mecha-
nism can be applied similarly to both WLANs and ad
hoc networks. However, the packet aggregation mecha-
nism adopted by CoopMACA cannot be applied satis-
factorily to ad hoc networks because it requires that the
recipients of the data packets of the sender and the
helper are the same, which leads to the inferior per-
formance in ad hoc networks compared with that in
WLANs. IrcMAC yields similar results because different
communication node pairs in ad hoc networks greatly
increase the probability of packet collisions. In addition,
RCD-MAC has a smaller packet delay than CoopMACA
and IrcMAC because it can access cooperative transmis-
sion more quickly, and its selected helper(s) can support
higher data rates, thereby further decreasing the service
time of data packets.

5.5 Impact of LPKT on network performance in an ad hoc
network environment
Figures 16 and 17 show the performance comparison of
the RCD-MAC, CoopMACA, and IrcMAC protocols,
respectively, for different LPKT values in ad hoc net-
works. Similar to the results in a WLAN, an increase in
LPKT causes the throughput of all three protocols to in-
crease and their delays to decrease. It is obvious that
RCD-MAC outperforms the other protocols. When LPKT
is 1 kB, RCD-MAC achieves a 55% and 35.5% throughput
gain over CoopMACA and IrcMAC, respectively. The
above results verify that RCD-MAC can be suitably ap-
plied to both ad hoc networks and WLANs.

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed a novel RCD-MAC protocol
for multihop wireless networks. The proposed protocol
adopts an efficient priority differentiation scheme and
contention resolution scheme for rapidly selecting a
unique optimal helper with the highest probability,
thereby improving cooperation efficiency. Furthermore,
it also uses a packet piggyback mechanism to reduce
reservation overhead, expedite data packet transmission,
and improve protocol performance. Simulation results
on networks with 100 nodes show that compared with
the CoopMACA and IrcMAC protocols, the proposed
protocol achieves throughput improvement of 39.6%
and 9.6%, respectively, in a WLAN environment, and
40.8% and 31.9%, respectively, in an ad hoc network en-
vironment. In the future, we intend researching a new
contention resolution scheme or joint priority differen-
tiation and contention resolution scheme to further im-
prove cooperation performance.
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